
This beautiful publication is the result of 10 seasons in the field, and certainly much more time at desk, all spent on excavation and study of one tomb in Palmyra. It could be asked, then, why this particular monument among 150 or so preserved on the site deserved such attention.

Before the work of the Syro-German mission (sponsored jointly by DAI Station Damaskus and the Palmyra Museum) started in 1981, tomb 36 was just a heap of stones, recognizable as yet another tombeau-maison or Tempelgrab of which dozens can be seen around Palmyra, especially in the close neighbourhood, i.e. in the best preserved necropolis known as Valley of Tombs. Admittedly, the tomb chosen for the Modellprojekt of S.-C. is one of the largest, and its decoration, even before the clearing, was striking as particularly rich.

The aim of the enterprise was to gain a precise idea of the original appearance of one of these "temple-tombs". A tremendous task, when one considers the number of blocks to be removed, drawn, and reassembled so as to make a coherent restoration. The prospect of such Brobdingnagian puzzle-game hindered any systematic architectural study until now.

As a matter of fact, a similar though smaller tomb has been excavated in 1929 by Jean Cantineau, and more recently studied for its sculptures by K. Makowski (Damaszer Mitteilungen 1, 1983, 175 ff., pl. 48 ff.). However, no elements of the exterior to speak of were found there. The monument was called tombeau-maison by the excavator, because of the peristyle court in the middle; most authors prefer however, for tombs of this type, the name of funerary temple, in reference to prostyle facades of some, e.g. tomb 86, the ruin of which was studied by C. Watzinger and K. Wulzinger (Wiegand, Palmyra, 1932, 71 ff., pl. 38 ff.) and called ever since the Funerary Temple.

The work at the site of tomb 36 started by recording and clearing of over 700 blocks from the rubble. What appeared was an underground square courtyard with arcades, surrounded with funerary loculi, but practically no elements of elevation remained standing above the ground level inside and the pilaster bases outside.

However, enough samples of decoration from various parts of the building have been preserved to provide the authors with data for a complete restoration on paper, assured except in minor points, carefully listed. Plain blocks are mostly lacking, having been removed to serve for other buildings some time in the 4th century or later. It has proved impossible, then, to restore the tomb on the site, unless inacceptable amount of new stone were used. Considering the original dimensions of the monument (18 m wide and 10 m high),
one cannot help thinking that a complete reconstruction would perhaps alter the appearance of the Valley more dramatically than someone used to it during last thirty years would like...

Imagination, on the other hand, finds in this book everything it needs to visualize a major funerary monument from the beginning of the 3rd century.

The picture provided is indeed a surprising one. It is generally assumed that, in contrast to the earlier funerary towers, the so-called funerary temples reflect the gradual process of Romanisation, that is of adopting, in architecture as in other fields, Western style and manners. S.-C. sees there what he calls "Romanisation as Re-Orientalisation", i.e. the re-emergence, under Roman Imperial veneer, of age-old traditions and tendencies. The problem is a far-reaching one and highly speculative. As far as the present book is concerned, it is enough to say that the monument does not really resemble anything known from elsewhere, while in its sculptural decoration two distinct traditions can be distinguished: one of local funerary sculpture, the other linked to the workshops specialized in sarcophagi decoration, active in Asia Minor and on the Levantine coast.

Indeed, while the usual funerary banquet scenes, half-figures or detached heads catalogued in the book remain entirely in the mainstream of the Palmyrene art, the pediments are adorned with less frequent Dionysiac motifs, and with the quite unexpected figures of protagonists of the marine thiasos, including a dolphin-riding Eros holding an umbrella and looking rather sceptical about what he is doing (pl. 20 d). S.-C. shows that these subjects were either executed by sculptors from a place like Tyre, used to work on sarcophagi and induced this time to apply their art in a novel way, or at least copied from pattern books by local craftsmen eager to westernise.

These exotic scenes were set above exedrae around the ground floor peristyle, and crowning an elaborate façade outside. The architectural composition of the latter is not applied on the wall but protruding in high relief, including laterally a two-storey system of niches and a make-believe baldaquin in the centre above the triple entrance, real this time. On the sides and the back of the monument there were elements of other mock niches between pilasters.

Someone looking at the standing monument could have no inkling that behind the imposing walls the inner structure reached only about three-fifths of the height of the façade; upon entering, one could see the crowsteps above the peristyle against the sky, with no suggestion of the rough backside of walls towering behind.

The whole apparatus appears to the present reviewer as a rather late imitation of Hellenistic architecture, such as must have existed in Alexandria and was reproduced on the rock walls of Petra. There is no compelling ground to see there anything native to their city, do not name their fathers either, in their own inscriptions (Inventaire III 19-20). It looks as if they were following a custom of the court, and so would the Worod from Palmyra. This is not a compelling reason to suppose him alien, or of alien ancestry.

Tomb 36, Worod's or not, is a splendid example of funerary architecture in Palmyra, differing from most other tombs of the 3rd century in size and richness, but probably not in spirit. The comparative chapter, based on schematic drawings of several standing ruins (pp. 42-64), shows at counterpoint what the limits of surveying are and how unexpected the results obtained by a conscientious excavation might be.

As S.-C. has demonstrated, there is basically no separation between the repertory of architectural ornament and of 'embroidery' as represented in sculpture and on surviving textiles. His current research, set in motion by the present book, is concerned with these parallels, opening a new perspective on Palmyrene civilization and its place between East and West. Waiting for the fruits of this study, there is already every reason to congratulate S.-C. for a work well done, a Modellprojekt indeed.
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